Making classical music relevant to the modern generation through fun, humour and simplicity.
ABOUT | WORLD TOUR

TwoSet Violin first went viral with their funny and sometimes painfully accurate videos depicting life as a classical musician. In less than three years, the Australian classical comedy duo Brett Yang and Eddy Chen have gathered over 700,000 followers and 200 million views worldwide, inspiring young musicians with humor and a relatable ‘imperfectness.’ They have collaborated with world-class soloists such as Lang Lang, Janine Jansen and Ray Chen.

In 2016, the duo gave up their spots in the Sydney and Queensland Symphony Orchestras and began hosting live performances, including a sold-out debut at the Sydney Opera House. Their one-of-a-kind show offers a unique and interactive experience, creatively integrating humour with actual recital—all while upholding the integrity of classical music. Unlike the typical classical concert, TwoSet Live attracts a diverse crowd, including young fans as well as people who have never in their lives been to a classical concert before.

TwoSet wrapped up their 2017 Kickstarter campaign to become the first ever crowdfunded classical world tour. The two committed to nonstop busking and sleeping on the streets of Sydney until they hit their goal of $50,000 AUD—which they achieved in just 5 days. This funding gave them their first opportunity to perform on the international stage, with sold-out concerts in cities such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Taipei, Vienna, Oslo, London, and Warsaw. Their dream is to bring classical music to more people and continue to inspire the next generation.
“The videos go beyond comic relief; they shed light on the fears, doubts and idiosyncrasies of what it’s like to be a classical music student and, ultimately, they’re pretty inspiring.”

“...one of this year's great Internet phenomena of classical music.”
VIDEOS  (Ctrl or ⌘ + click to open links in new tab)

21 different types of orchestral players

Concerto Battle—LIVE in Warsaw

Jingle Bells x Paganini Caprice 24—LIVE at the Sydney Opera House

Lang Lang x Sydney Symphony Orchestra x TwoSet Violin

Avengers x TwoSet Violin

Video Game Violin Battle, feat. Ray Chen

LIVE
CONTACT

Downloadable Media Kit:
Further images as well as highlights from our Kickstarter busking marathon & live performances can be found [here](#).

Media & Booking Enquiries:
Please send any and all enquiries to [hi@twosetviolin.com](mailto:hi@twosetviolin.com)

Social Media:
[Facebook](#)  |  [YouTube](#)  |  [Instagram](#)  |  [Twitter](#)

Website:
[twosetviolin.com](http://twosetviolin.com)